
Snap Command Demo 
Welcome to the Snap Command App demonstration! This guide is designed to familiarize you with 
the basic commands that simplify editing your videos. 

Key Commands: 
• Snap Action:  Sets the starting point for your take. It's optional; if not used, Snap 

Commands defaults to the end of the previous command or the recording's start. 
• Snap Keep:  Say this at the end of your take to keep the footage. 
• Snap Cut:  If you make a mistake during your take, use this command. The footage from that 

point will be discarded. 
• Snap Merge:  A more advanced feature for correcting errors without restarting the take. It’s 

a little complex to explain, but the demo will make it clear. 

Recording Instructions: 
• Record the script in one session.  You can use a video camera or just an audio recorder. 
• Start recording once and keep it recording until you complete the script. 
• The script includes a series of tongue twisters, followed by a section demonstrating the 

Merge command. 
• Commands like [Snap Action] in the script should be spoken clearly and audibly. 
• Instructions are underlined and highlighted in the script and are not to be read aloud. 

Key Reminder: 
When a mistake is made say “Snap Cut” and begin the tongue twister again. 

 

In case there is any confusion about what you should do, here is my RAW recording of this script 
and here is the result from using snap commands made by stitching together the takes without any 
additional editing. 

 

Here we go, let’s record! 

  

https://youtu.be/ty94HiHJae4
https://youtu.be/CLsJIu4vZkA


[Snap Action] 

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked. If Peter Piper 
picked a peck of pickled peppers, where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?  

[Snap Keep] 

 

[Snap Action] 

She sells sea shells by the sea shore. The shells she sells are surely seashells. So if she sells shells on the 
seashore, I'm sure she sells seashore shells.  

[Snap Keep] 

 

[Snap Action] 

I saw Susie sitting in a shoeshine shop. Where she sits, she shines, and where she shines, she sits.  

[Snap Keep] 

 

OK, let’s stop using Snap Action.  You really only need it if you’re talking between takes.  Otherwise, Snap 
Commands can automatically remove dead air. 

 

Irish wristwatch, Swiss wristwatch 

[Snap Keep] 

 

The sixth sick sheik's sixth sheep's sick. 

[Snap Keep] 

 

Now let’s try to the snap merge command. 

 

I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America; and to the democracy…no that’s not right. 

[Snap Merge] 

and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 

[Snap Keep] 

  



Now that you’ve recorded the script, click here to see how to process your recording with Snap 
Commands to extract your good takes.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiRoN7TQFcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiRoN7TQFcI

